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Read The Ex-Husband’s Revenge By Dragonsky Chapter 207 – If those energy–infused morning dew were added to the raw

materials of cosmetics, it would greatly improve the effects of the resulting cosmeceutical and promote the better amalgamation

of raw materials!

Behold, the beauty of nature!

Leon collected the morning dew into a container. Since the spiritual energy produced at night had been absorbed by the morning

dew and there was no extra spiritual energy for him to refine, he had no choice but to go back down the mountain.

Back in the company, Michael was having a heated chat with Ashwin the latter’s office. Ashwin happened to be the person in

charge of raw material procurement, as well as production and processing, and the factory manager Guido Boyd was his

subordinate.

Leon stayed in the factory all day yesterday, where he made known his plans to increase the refining efficiency as well develop

some cosmeceuticals. Guido realized that something was amiss and so reported it to Ashwin as soon as possible.

Ashwin nearly blew up after hearing that! He knew that Iris had entrusted Leon with the cooperation involving the Wick Group,

and even though Leon was causing trouble under the guise of supplying products, he could only grit his teeth and endure

everything despite his marked annoyance at Leon’s actions!

“Leon is so full of himself! Raw materials and production are all under your jurisdiction. By acting arbitrarily without your

permission, he’s making it clear that he doesn’t respect you at all!” Michael said indignantly.

“That damned Leon! I underestimated him a little too much before! He’s relying on what little authority that Miss Young gave him

to sabotage my efforts in sourcing raw materials and overseeing production. He’s quite an ambitious person, and it seems to me

that he’s trying to create opportunities to replace me!” Ashwin slammed his hands on the table and stood up.

His expression was the ugliest it had ever been!

After all, he had just yesterday discussed with Michael about the plan to tamper with the product supply and give Leon a hard

time. However, he never thought that Leon would have struck back before he could even

unleash his first strike.

Anyone could imagine the agony in his heart!

“Mister Mercer, what should we do now? Raw materials have always been something that Miss Young frets over. If Leon is really

able to increase the refining efficiency, solve the hidden issues of these raw materials, or even develop better cosmeceuticals,

I’m pretty sure she’ll value him even more…” Michael spoke

hesitantly.

He knew very well Iris was most concerned about those two issues at the moment. If Leon was able to solve even one of those

problems, his position in Iris’s heart might be cemented even more, perhaps to the extent of being above Ashwin!

“It won’t happen! Those two issues are exceedingly difficult to handle. He can’t possibly solve it so easily! Besides, there are a lot

of professionals in the company’s R–and–D department who couldn’t even do anything about it. How do you expect him to

succeed when he’s a loser who graduated from a third–rate university?” Ashwin snorted coldly.

“You may be right, but it’s always better to be safe than sorry. He’s got a supporter in Ariel too. With her around, the two of them

might just achieve something…” Michael was still a little worried.

Although he did not believe that Leon was capable of completing those two tasks, he could still improve some of the production

problems with Ariel’s help.

That was not a good thing for Ashwin!

“That’s a valid concern. We need to keep our guard up!” Ashwin pondered for a while and soon came up with an idea. “I have a

suggestion. Miss Young is going to chair a high–level meeting in half an hour. Perhaps you can give the director of the R–and–D

department a heads–up and get him to bring a motion at the meeting to stop Leon from interfering!”
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